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The Call of the Soul



This Powerpoint-presentation is part of a series of four
presentations. They were made by the Circle of Good Will for a
series of public talks.

The presentations are basing on the teachings of eternal wisdom
as they are transmitted by the World Teacher Trust.

For this transcriptions from seminars of Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar
were used.
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The Circle of Good Will
stands up for the advancement of right relations ,

for the spiritual synthesis between East and West, on the
basis of the teachings of Eternal Wisdom.

Founded in Muri, Switzerland, May 2000

A small group of like-minded people

In different ways we try to express good will in our lives and
foster it in our surroundings.

Newsletter: „The Lunar Messenger“ in 4 languages

Website: www.good-will.ch
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Voluntary and Free of Charge
All our activities are voluntary and free of charge.

They are supported by friends with donations.

Within the scope of our possibilities we also support
activities of other groups and individuals who are
committed to the furtherance of right human relations.

Thus the entrance for the evening topics is free.

The organisation (publicity, renting of a room etc.)
costs money, therefore contributions towards expenses
are welcome.



Inspiration

Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar
Teachings of Eternal Wisdom



Undertaking the Journey
If we want to undertake a journey, we have to know
where the journey should go to, otherwise we can easily
get lost.

In life we are already on a journey before we notice it.

Often we aren’t aware where we come from and where
we are going to: The goal and the purpose of the journey
are unclear.

We might have ideas about our way, but do they
correspond to the reality?

We regularly have to check if our journey is still “on
course” and, if necessary, correct the direction.



Searching One’s Own Way
Over long time we swim with the stream – of
conventions, of public opinion, of shaping through
family, education and surrounding.

Our thinking and action are shaped by them.

When we awaken inwardly, we begin to ask ourselves:
Are these goals really also ours? Who am I? Where do
I want to go?

The search for one’s own way starts, the conscious
journey begins.



In Search of New Ways
Particularly young people often try to break out
of the pre-set tracks, take to another direction
and search new ways.

Openness for something new is good, but
without knowing where to go you get into
problems with the time – with outer and inner
journeys.



Outer and Inner Journey
The outer journey through life concerns
education, taking up a work, marrying and
getting children, striving for recognition
through social activities…

The inner journey demands to develop
subjective thinking. It is the long journey of the
soul on the upward path of evolution. It leads us
into the subtle worlds.

But the path leading there isn’t easy.



The Urge Towards Outside
If we want to undertake the inner journey, we get
diverted from our intention again and again.

Innumerable things keep us busy and seem to be more
important for us.

Even when we try to turn inside with meditation, the
mind keeps on pushing us to the outside and the
thoughts carry us away.

The untrained personality stands in the way of the
soul. Over a long time it decides the direction and
doesn’t give space to the soul.



Obstacles and Dangers
Like on the outer journey there are also
different dangers and obstacles on the inner
journey.

Inexperienced people are not prepared for the
situations they might encounter on the way.

We often don’t immediately realize the
dangers the difficulties. We also might move
in a circle and think we are moving forward.



Map and Guide
Equipped with a map and a guide it is much
easier to realize the goal and to find the way.

The wisdom teachings give us the map. The
teachers who have realized wisdom can
serve as knowledgeable guides and help us.

Not everybody who says he knows the way is
a knower, and not all maps are precise.



Preparation
It is important how we prepare for the
journey.

Through meditation and prayer we can
ask for the right guidance.

We will receive practical help, which
enables us to take the next steps.



Appropriate Vehicles
A bad vehicle doesn’t allow us to go on a long
journey.

When we have developed blockages in our physical
body, it obstructs us in our sublime endeavours.

With yoga asanas we can make the physical body
lissom and flexible like a leaf which doesn’t break
when you bend it.

Regular exercises help to establish harmony
between the gross and the subtle.



Vehicle and Traveller
The traveller is the inner man or the soul, the
vehicle is the outer man or the body.

We use different vehicles. With the time they
break and we need new ones.

We should not try to look too much after an
old vehicle and cling to it.

With a new and better vehicle the journey is
easier and more comfortable.



Better Models
The human bodies which have been showing
up in the last decades are regarded as better
models than the earlier ones, for today new
energies are available.

Thus there is a continuous work at a better
technology and design.

Therefore the present children are much more
electrical; their comprehension is far superior
to that of their ancestors.



The Door to Inside
To be able to go on the journey inside the first
prerequisite is to moderate the personality.

It is important to readjust our own economic,
familiar and social situation in a way that we find
enough time to turn inside.

The only way to step through the door to the inside
is an attitude of wanting to serve the fellow beings
– without pride, laments and complaints.

This way we can pay off our debt towards life.



Developing Subjective Thinking
For the journey into subjectivity we have to
create the habit of turning inside and to
calm down the sense activity.

Thus we develop the “observer”, and we can
observe the thoughts emerging in us.

We increasingly dip a bit deeper and thus
explore the inner side of things, the in-
sight.



In the Inner Temple
With the time we begin to see what is
happening in the inner temple.

There are different keys to open the door
to inside. The best key is sound, especially
OM.

The sound of OM leads us into the inner
chambers.



The Subtle Pulsation
Whenever we keep on listening to the
sound we get to the heart centre. There is
the door to the inner reality.

In the heart we find the subtle pulsation
which is underlying the respiration.

By observing the respiration we can
approach it.



The Column of Consciousness
When we are together with this
pulsation, we can enter the system of the
spinal column through an opening.

It leads us into the etheric column of
consciousness, where we find the energy
vortexes of the chakras from the head to
the base of the spine.



The Journey to the Inner Man
When we travel in this column upwards,
to the Ajna centre, we meet the inner
man.

He conducts the pulsation and the
intelligent activity and also directs the
entire body mechanism.

We discover ourselves in our inner.



Outer and Inner Man
The outer man or the lower self is only a
copy of the inner man or the soul.

The connection between the two is
established through the path of yoga. It
contains the rules for the journey.

The rules exist since ancient-most times.
They belong to the travelling equipment.



Rules for the Journey - 1
In the Yoga Path the rules are called Yama and
Niyama by Patanjali. They are five rules each:

Yama:

1. Harmlessness,

2. Coordination of thoughts, words and deeds,

3. Regulated sex life,

4. Absence of the impulse to steal,

5. Not accepting free obligations and favours.



Rules for the Journey - 2
Niyama

1. Outer purity: purity of the body and the surroundings,
purity of personal intentions, purity of food and drink,
purity of place etc.,

2. Inner purity: purity of thoughts and feelings,

3. A cheerful attitude towards life,

4. Self-inquiry, self-analysis, contemplation on the self, to
think over and find the real purpose of life, study of the
scriptures and teachings of the masters,

5. Putting in the I Am, the original in oneself and in the
surroundings, in order to overcome the veil of the
substitute I Am in oneself and in the surroundings.



Walking the Path of the Soul
There are innumerable spiritual
practices. The names are not
important. They can confuse us.

What is important is to walk the path
of the soul and to reach balance and
equilibrium.



Uniting - Merging
On our journey we should daily work
inwardly to keep the mind pure and
clean, so that it can reflect the truth.

Thus the individual consciousness can
unite with the greater consciousness and
finally merge with it.

Then the goal of the journey is reached.



The Journey – A Way of Life
The spiritual path is nothing unworldly, but is
lived in everyday life.

The journey is no end in itself, but a way of
life.

The progress on the path lies not primarily in
the application of rules, but in serving
humanity and in expressing love.



The Goal
It is a conscious decision to walk
the path and not to stop

until the goal, the awareness of
synthesis, of unity of life, is
reached.





These presentations can be spread and used for making the
Wisdom Teachings accessible to interested people.

The pictures were given us by friends or were taken by us.

You can find the presentations for download on the website
www.good-will.ch under „Publications“.

Circle of Good Will: www.good-will.ch /
guter-wille@good-will.ch

The World Teacher Trust: www.worldteachertrust.org /
info@worldteachertrust.org
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